Dear Editor,

Worldwide, obesity is the fifth leading cause of death and it contributes to 44% of the burden of diabetes, 23% of ischemic heart disease and in between 7% to 41% of cancer burden.\(^1\) Globally, 400 million adults are obese and one billion are overweight. Central obesity is more dangerous than general obesity, as it attributes to insulin resistance, metabolic syndrome and an independent predictor of cardiovascular disease risks.\(^2\) Abdominal or central obesity measured by waist circumference is the better and accurate predictor of
cardiovascular and metabolic syndrome risk than the general obesity assessed by Body Mass Index (BMI).³

Waist circumference is an independent risk factor for subsequent myocardial infarction irrespective of BMI.⁴ Indian Diabetic Risk Score is a screening tool devised with waist circumference as one of the four variables for diabetes screening among Indian population. Nandeshwar et al reported 94.68% sensitivity in the screening of diabetes among those at risk of developing diabetes mellitus.⁵ Government of Tamil Nadu, also used ‘ENN score’ which utilizes waist circumference as one of the component for non communicable risk screening among rural population above 30 years. Since waist circumference is easy to measure compared to BMI calculation, they utilized village volunteers for risk scoring and referred the identified patients to Primary Health Center.⁶

Waist circumference should be measured at the level of midpoint between the lower margin of the least palpable rib and the top of the iliac crest, using a stretch-resistant tape that provides a constant 100 g tension and the subject should stand with arms at the side, feet close together, and body weight evenly distributed, and should wear little clothing. The subject should be relaxed, and the measurements should be taken at the end of a normal expiration. Two measurements should be taken; if the measurements are within 1 cm of one another, the average should be calculated. If the difference between these two measurements exceeds 1 cm, the two measurements should be repeated.⁷

According to the International Diabetes Federation guidelines, central obesity is defined as a person with waist circumference more than ethnic specific cut off values as follows: For Europids male ≥ 94 cm, female ≥ 80 cm; For South Asians, Chinese and Japanese male ≥ 90 cm, female ≥ 80 cm; For Ethnic South and Central Americans, use South Asian recommendations and for Sub-Saharan Africans and Eastern Mediterranean and Middle East populations, use European recommendations. For person with Body Mass Index > 30, central obesity can be taken granted without measuring the waist circumference.² According to World Health Organization, there will be substantial increase in risk for metabolic complications, if the waist circumference is > 102 cm in male and > 88 cm in female.⁷
Life style interventions such as dietary modifications and increased physical activity through behavioral therapy with or without pharmacotherapy and weight loss surgery are the current guidelines for the management of obesity according to American Heart Association. Dietary strategies include 1,200–1,500 kcal/day for women and 1,500–1,800 kcal/day for men for weight loss. An obese individual should do aerobic physical activity for > 150 minutes per week for weight reduction and 200-300 minutes per week for maintenance of lost weight.8

To summarize, central obesity is the important independent risk factor for cardiovascular diseases and can be assessed with simple tool of waist circumference. Waist circumference is the key indicator of general health; it can be maintained by balanced diet and adequate physical activity.
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